
 

 

El Octavo Historiador just had the occasion of interview Pär Sundstörm, bassist 

and founder of the music group Sabaton. We have already made some articles 

about them in previous times with some of their songs, such as in “En la cabeza 

resuenan balas: Trastorno por estrés postraumático y heavy metal” and in 

"Acordes de absolutismo: <<Carolus rex>>" [just available in Spanish]. 

 

El Octavo Historiador [EOH]: Most of your lyrics have a Historical background and 

we suppose there is some reason for that. Could you tell us? 

 

Pär Sundström [PS]: We find it more exciting to write songs about real historical 

events than to write about fiction. That is the main reason, instead of 

making up new stories we keep the ones already existing alive. 

 

EOH: Several of your songs speak about war and we would like to know why the 

military conflicts attract that much your attention. 

 

PS: It’s the part of of history that connects easiest to our music style, heavy metal. 

And we think some of these stories are amazing and needs to be retold. In 

all times since music was invented musicians has orchestrated stories of 

war and battles. 

 

EOH: When you compose a new song, what comes first: the historical event you want 

to speak about or the instrumental part of the song? 

 

PS: We always keep a library of ideas for lyrical themes. But they are matched into 

the songs. So music is written always before the lyrics. 
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EOH: We know every time you have an interview in a foreign country they ask you 

this question but, have you ever thought of singing about the history of Spain? 

We have lots of interesting events in our past. 

 

PS: Indeed Spain has a lot of interesting history and we have considered it many 

times as we people showed us the different ideas. However until today we 

did not managed to do something that fits in. 

 

EOH: Personally, if you had to choose, which historical event would you say that is 

your favourite one? 

 

PS: World War 2. It has everything involved. All kind of warfare. Many countries 

and many years of development during the war. But also it is a very well 

documented war. Which means we can rely more on facts and less on myths 

and legends. 

 

EOH: Sabaton tries to approach heavy metal to young people. Do you think your 

music can approach them also to History? 

 

PS: We know it does in certain ways. Almost daily we hear about a story when 

someone used our songs to elevate themselves in school or something 

similar. 

 

EOH: “Carolus Rex” is a conceptual album about Sweden History. Have you got in 

mind producing someday another album of this kind?  

 

PS: Carolus Rex was a very exciting theme and there is much more about Swedish 

history that we would like to cover. Maybe one day. 
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EOH: In some lyrics, like in “A lifetime of war”, you sing about the social 

consequences of war, not a very common subject in songs, mostly orientated to 

military issues. Why did you choose to speak about it? Was it to approach the 

song even more to the public? 

 

PS: This specific song was more to write about how much the soldiers needed to 

sacrifice. During these times most of the people who left knew they would 

not return. 

 

EOH: In your concerts, your fans shout whith the same enthusiasm in songs that 

praise the Axis forces ("Ghost Division", "Soldier of Three Armies", etc.) and 

the Allied troops ("Primo Victoria", "Panzerkampf", "Resist and Bite", etc.) and 

no one seems to care or be offended by it. How do you feel knowing you have 

achieved something like that? 

 

PS: We know our fans are aware that Sabaton take no side in our songs. It is why 

fans in Berlin can shout to Attero Dominatus and such. We feel good that 

finally after many years we achieved that. 

 

EOH: We know it is a tricky question but, could you advance us the subject of your 

next álbum? We and all your fans are waiting for it, even though "The Last 

Stand" was launched in 2016. 

 

PS: Of course I will not say anything! 

 

EOH: Are you aware of the increasing number of academic papers and PhDs that 

some historians are developing about History in heavy metal? How do you 

value this interest of University in your lyrics? 
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PS: I think it is about time that some people write a correct history about the heavy 

metal. Metal has excisted so long that it needs to be recorded and saved. But 

I also think that a lot of such are very low quality and boring to read as 

many has put too much personal taste into them. 

 

EOH: Do you ever feel inspired to compose new hits after watching war or epic 

movies. For example, "Sparta" would be a perfectly fit as a paralel soundtrack 

for the film "300". Would you be interested in creating music on purpose for 

this industry or for TV series? 

 

PS: Yes, movies has been a source of inspiration since we saw the movie Saving 

Private Ryan. 

 

EOH: Actually, your music has already been featured in some historical videogames, 

such as the recent "World of Tanks". Do any of you enjoy aproaching History 

through videogames? 

 

PS: Videogames are great. Not just as a entertainment for me personally but the 

community is very similar to metal fans. So the two combines great.  

 

EOH: Have you ever had the need while playing in a concert to change the guitar or 

the bass to a sword? So you could become yourselves in the main characters of 

the songs you sing. 

 

PS: Doing such custom instruments usually ends up with low quality sounding 

instruments so we have avoided that. 

 

EOH: You already said in some of your previous interviews that your success comes 

from hard work, team spirit and even from having a healthy life. Those are the 

same values that lead the historical figures you sing about. Do you think the 

way you act makes you have more interest in them? Or did you feel inspired by 

them to be the way you are? 
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PS: Sure some of the people we sing about has been a personal inspiration too. And 

I think no matter what you do, hard work will always be helping you 

achieve your goals. 

 

EOH: Some of your albums have extra audio tracks with you explaining the songs 

themes. Is it because your public shows interest in knowing more about them? 

 

PS: It is just to raise awareness and make people more interested in the songs. 

 

EOH: Composer Ramin Djawadi used the duduk and the dulcimer for the OST of 

Game of Thrones. Considering that you sing about different eras, have you 

ever thought about playing historical instruments? 

 

PS: We have had a few times and songs when we used different instruments than 

our traditional ones. Bagpipes, mandolins and such has been used. During 

the times of the events for our song Sparta there was not really instuments 

around but we use horns that could have been present at that time. 

 

EOH: To sum up this interview, is there something in the world you like more than a 

tank? 

 

PS: World peace forever. Even if it would mean that we would have nothing more 

to write about. It will be a good sacrifice. 
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